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Tips for 
Posing 

Questions



Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 

•Plural forms
•Tentative language
•Open-ended 
•Positive presuppositions
•Higher-order thinking
•Approachable voice



Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 
•Plural forms

vs.What strategy
will you use?

What strategies
will you use?



•Plural forms

vs.
How will you 

solve this 
problem?

What are 
some ways you 
might solve this 

problem?

Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 



Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 
•Tentative language: might, seem, 
some

vs.
Why is Ryan 
struggling?

What might 
be some reasons 

Ryan is struggling?



Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 
•Open-ended 

vs.
Have you 

thought about…
What is your 

thinking about…



•Open-ended 

vs.
Have you 

thought about…
What is your 

thinking about…

Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 



•Positive presuppositions

As you focus on 
ELLs in this lesson, 

what strategies 
might you use?

What are you 
learning that you 

want to 
remember?

&

Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 



•Higher-order thinking

vs.
What else 

can you tell me 
about that 

idea?

How does that 
idea compare

with others you 
generated?

Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 



•Approachable voice

vs.

Tips for Posing Questions, p. 1 

Approachable Voice Credible Voice





Posing Questions: Teachers, p. 1

•Plurals
•Tentative
•Positive 
presuppositions
•Higher-order 
thinking
•Open-ended

×

*



1.What might be some strategies 
you have tried before that were 
successful? 

2.What are some connections 
between this goal and the 
standards? 

Posing Questions: Teachers, p. 1

×

*

Ø Plurals

Ø Tentative
Ø Positive 

presuppositions

Ø Higher-order

Ø Open-ended

3. What seems most useful in this situation? 

4. What might be some of your choices? 

5. In what ways might you sequence those ideas? 



1.What might be some strategies you have tried 
before that were successful?      ✓

2.What are some connections between this goal 
and the standards?           X ✓

3.What seems most useful in this situation?     ✓
4.What might be some of your choices?      ✓
5.In what ways might you sequence those ideas?

X ✓

Posing Questions: Teachers, p. 1

*
*

*
*

*





Statement a Teacher Might Make Statement a Student Might Make 

A. My students can’t work together in groups. I 
give them topics to discuss, but they are off task 
when I listen to their conversations. I feel like I 
am losing control of the room when the students 
talk with each other.” 

Coaches, first name beginning with A - H

B. “I don’t understand how to do this.”

Teachers, first name beginning with A - H

C. “I have really been thinking about 
Mathematical Practice #4, Model with 
mathematics. I am not quite sure how it is 
different from Mathematical Practice #5, Use 
appropriate tools strategically.” 

Coaches, first name beginning with I-P

D.  “When I read a word problem, I don’t know 
which operation to use.” 

Teachers, first name beginning with I - P

E. “I’ve tried think-pair share. I can get my 
students in groups and I give them prompts to 
discuss but I am not sure if they are staying on 
task.”

Coaches, first name beginning with Q-Z

F. “I have the answer, but I don’t know how I got 
it.”

Teachers, first name beginning with I - P

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



Write a question for your assigned 
statement that includes as many of the tips 

for posing questions as appropriate.



A. “My students can’t work together in groups. I 
give them topics to discuss, but they are off 

task when I listen to their conversations. I feel 
like I am losing control of the room when the 

students talk with each other.” 

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

If you were assigned statement A, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.



Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

A. “My students can’t work together in groups. 
I give them topics to discuss, but they are off 
task when I listen to their conversations. I feel 
like I am losing control of the room when the 
students talk with each other.” 

“How does their off-task behavior in groups 
compare to when they work independently?” 



B. “I don’t understand how to do this.” 

If you were assigned statement B, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



B. “I don’t understand how to do this.” 

“If you did know what to do, what 
might you try first?” 

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



C. “I have really been thinking about 
Mathematical Practice #4, Model with 
mathematics. I am not quite sure how it is 
different from Mathematical Practice #5, Use 
appropriate tools strategically.”

If you were assigned statement C, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



“Which aspects of these two 
mathematical practices seem similar to 
you?” 

C. “I have really been thinking about 
Mathematical Practice #4, Model with 
mathematics. I am not quite sure how it is 
different from Mathematical Practice #5, Use 
appropriate tools strategically.”

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



If you were assigned statement D, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.

D. “When I read a word problem “I don’t know 
which operation to use.”

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



“When you read a word problem, how 
might you make decisions about what to 
do first?” 

D. “When I read a word problem “I don’t know 
which operation to use.”

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2



If you were assigned statement E, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

E. “I want to try number talks in my classroom but 
am not sure how to get started.”



“What resources might you have available to 
help you get started?”

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

E. “I want to try number talks in my classroom but 
am not sure how to get started.”



If you were assigned statement F, please hit 
submit in the chat box. 

Everyone else, take a moment to read a few of 
the questions, looking for the tips we discussed.

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

F. “I have the answer, but I don’t know how I got it.”



“What might be the first thing you did in 
solving the task? Second?”

Using the Tips for Posing Questions, p. 2

F. “I have the answer, but I don’t know how I got it.”



Posing Questions 
about 

Mathematical 
Reasoning



Who is winning the race?

Red Light, Green Light, pp. 3-4

Mary: 
!
"

Larry: 
#
$

Carrie: 
%
&

Han: 
!
"

Shawn: 
%
'

Juan: 
$
!



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Red Light, 
Green Light

http://www.thaigoodview.com/node/218778
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Red Light, 
Green Light

http://www.thaigoodview.com/node/218778
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Who is winning the race?

Red Light, Green Light, pp. 3-4

Mary: 
!
"

Larry: 
#
$

Carrie: 
%
&

Han: 
!
"

Shawn: 
%
'

Juan: 
$
!



Red Light, Green Light

What questions might 
you ask students about 

this task?

Mary: !
"

Larry: #
$

Carrie: %
&

Han: %
'

Shawn: %
(

Juan: $
!

Record at the bottom on p.4



• What fraction comparison strategies do 
you know that might be useful in solving 
this problem?

• What are some ways you might rule out 
some of the runners?

• Which fractions are easy to compare and 
which are difficult (and why)?

• How does using common denominators 
compare to using benchmark fractions 
for figuring out this task?

Red Light, Green Light – Possible 
Questions for Students



Red Light, Green Light

What questions might 
you ask teachers about 

this task?

Mary: !
"

Larry: #
$

Carrie: %
&

Han: %
'

Shawn: %
(

Juan: $
!

Record at the bottom on p.4



• As you make sure the task keeps it 
rigor, how might you make it accessible 
to all students?

• What are some questions you might 
pose as students are working to 
deepen their reasoning?

• What strategies are you considering for 
ensuring all students are doing their 
own thinking?

Red Light, Green Light – Possible 
Questions for Teachers



Connecting 
Questioning to 

Mathematical 
Practices



p. 8



Kentucky Academic Standards (2019)



Source: https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/curriculum/im-6-8-math-curriculum/

https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/curriculum/im-6-8-math-curriculum/


Source: https://www.georgiastandards.org/Pages/default.aspx

https://www.georgiastandards.org/Pages/default.aspx


Source: https://betterlesson.com/

https://betterlesson.com/


Leading for Mathematical 
Proficiency (LMP) Framework

Copyright © 2018 Corwin. Everything You Need for Mathematics Coaching: Tools, Plans, and a Process That Works for Any Instructional
Leader, by McGatha, Bay-Williams, Kobett, and Wray. All rights reserved.



Shift #5: From questions that 
seek expected answers toward 
questions that illuminate and 
deepen student understanding.



u u

Teacher poses questions 
that advance student 
thinking, deepen students’ 
understanding, make the 
mathematics more visible, 
provide insights into 
student reasoning, and 
promote meaningful 
reflection.

Shift #5: From questions that seek expected answers 
toward questions that illuminate and deepen student 
understanding.

See Tool 2.1Shifts Self-Assessment  in Handout

Teacher poses closed 
and/or low-level 
questions, confirms 
correctness of 
responses, and 
provides little or no 
opportunity for 
students to explain 
their thinking.



p. 8



Mathematical Practices Placemat

Questioning and the Mathematical 
Practices, p. 5



1. How is this task similar to a previous task you 
have completed?

2. What other resources might help you with this 
problem? 

3. When will this strategy work?
4. How might you use break-apart to solve this 

problem?
5. How are these problems the same? Different?
6. What manipulative or picture might you use to 

solve the problem?
7. What do the rest of you think about Anna’s 

strategy?

Decide where each question might go 
on the placemat.



One possible set of answers!



Relationship of the Mathematical 
Practices

http://www.fosteringmathpractices.com/routinesforreasoning/

http://www.fosteringmathpractices.com/routinesforreasoning/


Red Light, Green Light

Take a moment and look at 
the questions for students 
you recorded at the 
bottom on p. 4. 

Which mathematical 
practices might students 
have the opportunity to 
demonstrate when 
answering your questions?



1. What fraction comparison strategies do 
you know that might be useful in solving 
this problem?

2. What are some ways you might rule out 
some of the runners?

3. Which fractions are easy to compare and 
which are difficult (and why)?

4. How does using common denominators 
compare to using benchmark fractions for 
figuring out this task?

Red Light, Green Light – Possible 
Questions for Students



1. Identify the MP

2. Identify questions

3. Remember 
questioning tips

Let’s be Intentional!



p. 6



• Which Math 
Practice might 
you pick?

• How might you 
enhance the 
task to press on 
selected MP? 

Enhance a Task 

p. 6



• SMP#5: 

• Provide ribbon, c-
rods, paper strips

• Ask 

• What materials or 
tools might be 
helpful in solving 
this task?

Enhance a Task 

p. 6



• SMP#8: 

• Ask 
�What patterns do you 

notice across these 
problems?

� In what ways are these 
problems the same? 
Different?

Enhance a Task 

p. 6



• SMP#1: 

• Ask 
�What is happening in 

these stories?
�What do you notice about 

these situations?
� In what ways are these 

problems like other 
problems you know?

Enhance a Task 

p. 6



Protocol for Enhance-a-Task

1. Explore the task.
2. Discuss the mathematics with a 

partner.
3. Decide which MP you will emphasize.
4. Discuss 1-2 adaptions for the task 

and/or questions to emphasize the 
MP.





Shifts in Classroom Practice

How might the ideas from this webinar lead to 
shifting our classroom question posing?



WHAT QUESTIONS MIGHT YOU 
HAVE AS YOU PLAN FOR 
SUPPORTING EFFECTIVE 

QUESTIONING? 



j.baywilliams@louisville.edu
maggiemcgatha87@gmail.com

Let’s stay connected!


